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In today's update:
-- Practical Applications scheduled in California
-- The Course in Human Design
-- Practical Applications scheduled in California
The Practical Applications workshop this Spring in Taos was very well
received. Participants were thrilled with the inspiring way Zeno engaged
them in looking at Human Design charts and applying their own experience and
wisdom, rather than borrowed knowledge. Zeno's maturation with Human Design
was evident and demonstrated clearly that there's life with Human Design
well beyond formulas. Adding to the thrill was the glorious setting in which
the class was held, in a beautiful building on top of a hill overlooking the
Taos valley with 360 degree views of the surrounding landscape. You can read
what participants have to say about the workshop at
www.humandesignsystem.com/education/testimonialsPA.htm.
This success encouraged us to schedule a Practical Applications workshop for
the first time in San Francisco, California. The six days are split into two
successive long weekends, October 18-20 and October 25-27. Cost is only
$640. Participants are expected to be familiar with mechanics and language
of Human Design. If you feel insecure, we recommend you take our Course in
Human Design first. Start now, so you'll be ready for the San Francisco
Practical Applications.
-- The Course in Human Design
This is the easiest, most concise and affordable way to learn the complete
mechanics and language of the Human Design System. This correspondence
training has been honed and refined over many years with hundreds of
students. In its current, updated form it consists of 17 lessons on CDs with
corresponding sections in printed color training materials. You learn at
your own pace at home and, if the need arises, can get support online, by
email, or phone. Start now and order the complete Course in Human Design for
an incredible $320 (plus shipping).
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zc design has previously been operating as New Sun Services
America and is instrumental in introducing and establishing the
Human Design System in America and abroad.
Occasionally we send an e-mail newsletter to our list. Once in a
while there's even a printed issue.
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